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he term open is established by the beginning of the 19th century

Printed books continued to employ engraving to create more visual appeal

as a descriptive sub-classification of typefaces with the three

within the decorative title page and frontispiece. Here the differences in render

dimensional effect of an inscribed letterform body. Although

quality can been witnessed, especially within the growing cheaper and competitive

essentially an outline it has a subtle stress usually to the right horizontally but

print industry of the late 1700s. Where the types ‘face’ is often distorted by poorly

also on some occasion to the bottom right. Although the impression is of light and

absorbent papers and badly worn metal fonts. This titling often employs a rich

shade cast within the type itself, the effect immediately renders the text as slightly

variety of engravers letterforms that range from: the fletched - horizontally,

dimensionallised allowing it to rise from the confines of the flat page.

vertically and shaded, to the chevroned, chequered and the simply decorated. The

The typeform clearly derives from the letters of the engravers, and examples

typography often employed a selection of distinct letterforms in juxtaposition;

of these are readily found on armorial silver and maps produced over one hundred

these included gothic scripts (blacks), open romans and decorated fancies, to

years earlier than the first available typeface specimens. The notion of opening

create hierarchy but principally the impression of quality and literary worth.

out a display type emanates from the continent as initial roman characters

Titling and decorated romans were eventually produced in the same manner

within a decorative mannerist or baroque ground, found in 16th and 17th century

for letterpress printing, informed by cartographical and topographical copperplate

books; but the letterforms obviously have inscriptional origins from antiquity.

engraving - completing an evolutionary link from old style roman letterforms to

The later being the likely reason for its emerging popularity and proliferation in

the more regularised and rationalised modern types with their heightened stress

the neoclassical period of the late 18th century. These letterforms are in effect

contrast and fine line serifs. Improvements in punchcutting, metals, print and

a blueprint of the engravers practice and later typeface versions decorated with

paper enabled decorated characters to be founded as type by the early 19th century

fletching merely mimic the armorial practice of etching a roman bodied initial

both in metal and woodblock - and so began the prolification of exuberantly

from horizontal grooves with a burin tool - a decorative effect likely employed

decorated and ornamented types synonymous with the Victorian era.
Liber arti Siciosus, Alphabet Maionis by Johann Merken, 1782

for reasons of expediency and the saving of precious silver. The term armorial
originates with the profession of armories and the 12th century european heraldic
traditions. Where emblems of status within a hierarchical feudal society were
applied to the battle armour and possessions of wealthy lords and knights; and
no doubt this relied upon skills in metalwork and engraving.
Open letterforms were traditionally produced via engraving throughout
the 17th century when wood engraving made way for copper - a medium that
enables greater finesse of line and decoration than the contemporary print of the
day. But the first ‘Opens’ to be recognised as having true merit, weren’t produced
until the second quarter of the 18th century. These works notably by Pierre
Simon Fournier and Jacques Francois Rosart include experimental and highly
decorative letterforms that are described as ornamental and of ‘fantaisie’. The
letters are roman, upright and essentially transitional in form, and range from
the fine inlined (sometimes referred to as ‘handtooled’) to the characters being
entirely constructed by classical foliate forms with or without median decoration
or pearls. Their emergence is often described as within the Rococo ‘taste’.
However their symmetrical husks and light scrolling rinceau (raffle leafs and
sprigs) decoration reflects the preceding fashion of the Régence. Their application
Ornamental Capitals by Pierre Simon Fournier c. 1735

produces a bifurcated serif effect that re-emerges later in the Victorian Tuscans.

Engraved bookplate letterforms, 1818 (enlarged)

E

nglish open initials were informed by a small selection of revival
typefaces of the early 20th century as well as contextual and
ephemeral examples from within the historical period.

Most influential was Chevalier by the Haas foundry - a fletched and expanded

open fatface originally inspired by late 18th century engraving. Although
considered excellent it has to my mind a number of unsuccessful characters that
include the A, C, G and R; it has an awkward Q, and a strange S whose spur serifs
(obviously a legacy of its engraved origins) are a departure from the fine bracketed
serifs that otherwise feature throughout. In solving these ‘ugly’ characters it was
the intension to create a font that would formally define an 18th century cusp of
type evolution - that from transitional book types to display letters, and it was
the open types that became the vehicle for decorative titling that gave rise to the
emboldening and ornamenting that quickly followed.
Other faces were analysed to achieve an historically appropriate body width,
stress and character modelling; notably Bulmer, via a replica by Morris Fuller
Benton for ATF in 1928, and a facsimile original of the type cut by William Martin
c.1790 for William Bulmer of the Shakespear Press. Although Bulmer provided the
solution to the R, more influential were Baskerville Old Face by the Stephenson
Blake foundry, and Fry’s Old Face Open taken from the specimen book of 1788.
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The resultant open letterform from em foundry gives rise to many additional
possibilities within an extended distinctly English font family. One that logically
includes an Open Titling but also a variety of decorative siblings; that of an
Engravers Open with fletching, a Cartographers with chequered patterning, a
handtooled with a finer open inline, and a vernacular display solid body poster
type. And the decision to call this family Georgian quickly followed as it describes
well the quintessentially ‘englishness’ of the end result. A final member of the
Georgian font family has now been produced. A display font of Regency initials
to be utilised at sizes above 60pt that reflects the period of George IVth within a
classically inspired French Empire style ornament applied directly to the poster
type body. The result is a letterform that marks the end of classical ‘sensibility’
and beginning of Victorian eclecticism and ostentation.
The research and applied practice of generating these fonts has in fact directly

from

mirrored typographic history and type generation within what was a relatively

em foundry

brief but highly significant evolutionary period from 1770s to the 1820s. The
important and fundamental influence of the copperplate engraver upon display
and ornamented type has in the most part remained ignored - text face purists
might say they have a great deal to answer for?

The solution to the Q came from Century (amongst others) but the face was

effectively defined by ‘the minds eye’ - the appropriated individual typeface in all

were no doubt influential within the analytical gestation period of the typeface.

ENGLISH OPEN

While the type revivals of Cochin Open (Moreau-Le-June Open), Fournier,
Fournier Le June and Rosart all played their part in establishing a set of Initial
Characters that celebrate the period when the engraver’s letter surpassed that of
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metal type in its ability to elucidate and decorate the printed page.
Examples of jobbing print ephemera were fundamental in differentiating

AND TITLING
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printed typeforms from copperplate engraved letters, and dated examples were
crucial in establishing an historically and visually accurate late-transitional
display face. The contemporary large english vernacular typeface as the origin
of display fonts were a key indication - the poster and ‘big’ types of the major
18th century foundries marked the arrival of commercialism within printing

available from emfoundry

and typographic communication. It was these larger re-cuts that encouraged the
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practice of sharpening and contrasting thicks to thins that led to the Fat Didones
of the early 19th century and the notion of a bold roman.
16/32pt English Open Titling (wide spaced 200)

3 Line English Open (drop) Initial with 8/17pt Georgia Regular text

44/56pt English Open Initials (wide spaced 100)

Georgian English Open Initials and Titling - © em foundry
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